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Ingredients Tools 

What you need to prepare 

v  Butter knife 

v  Toaster 

v  spatula 

v  Chopped Tomato 

v  Microwavable Bacon 

v  Bowl of  lettuce 

v  Margarine 

v  Mayo 

v  Two loafs of  bread 



Bring two loafs of  bread Place the breads inside the toaster 

Set the timer about 4~5min and 
press start!! Close the toaster and toast 



When finished open the toaster Bring a spatula 

Place both toast on the plate Use the spatula and take out the 
toasts 



Bring margarine Bring a butter knife 

Bring chopped tomatoes Spread margarine on one side of  the 
toast 



Place the tomatoes on the toast Bring a bowl of  lettuce 

Take the bowl and shake it to take 
out the water Wash the lettuce  



Place each slice of  lettuce on the 
other toast Bring mayo 

Bring microwavable bacon Squirt favorable amount of  mayo on 
top of  lettuce  



Open microwave Place the bacon inside the 
microwave 

Close the microwave and press start! Set the microwave to 1min 



After finished take out the bacon Break the bacon into halves  

Stack the toast and ENJOY!! Place the bacon on top of  the lettuce 



Disclaimer 

Spectrum Visions Global, Inc. (“SVG”) provide only the space in its 
website to post Recipes, and does not warrant or assume any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, safety or usefulness of  any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed in this website.  SVG 
does not warrant or make any representation that any and all of  Recipes 
posted on SVG’s website do not infringe upon any third party’s rights.  
SVG does not endorse or recommend any of  the Recipes posted in its 
website. The views and opinions of  authors of  Recipes expressed or 
implied on SVG’s Web sites do not necessarily state or reflect those of  
SVG, and they may not be used for the purposes of  showing SVG’s 
approval or endorsement. 
 


